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Reference:
Thompson, J., Manore, M. (2009). Nutrition an Applied Approach. Boston, MA: Pearson Leaning Solutions.

In-text citation (Thompson,Manore, 2009).

Discussions

Discussion Topic: 
Fluid Balance & Water 
1/5 During the first unit, you recorded everything that you ate and drank for 3 full days. For the purpose of this discussion, in your INITIAL post, reveal to the class your average fluid intake over the three (3) days and then address why you think you do or don’t meet your needs. Click here for one example of how fluid recommendations can be met. 

My average beverage intake over three days is logged below.

TU-Day 1
36.0 FL OZ 3x12oz sodas in 1.5 cup of ice 
16.9 FL OZ of water
---------------------
52.9 FL OZ total


WE-Day 2
36.0 FL OZ 3x12oz sodas in 1.5 cup of ice
16.9 FL OZ of water
12.0 FL OZ of beer
---------------------
64.9 FL OZ total


TH-Day3
24.0 FL OZ 2x12oz sodas in 1 cup of ice 
24.0 FL OZ Monster Energy
16.9 FL OZ of water
---------------------
64.9 FL OZ total

I believe the 3 day total of a 182.7 fluid ounces, beverage intake, meets my fluids needs. I sit at an office desk, in air conditioning, 9-10 hours a day. I actually move very little from my desk. I really don't sweat all that often neither. As far as exercise, I do exercise occassionally, however it is also in air-conditioning.

Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student


In subsequent posts this week, you need to address the following issues:

2/5 What factors influence the amount of water you need to ingest?
The next question in our discussion is how much water should we drink? Well that really depends on several factors. One dynamic that can influence water intake, is just how active you are. Obviously the more active a person is, either being an athlete or a person who exercises, or just a person working hard and burning calories, the more water they must consume. Another factor is our environment, meaning whether it’s really hot or really cold. Both conditions can cause dehydration.

Reference:  Thompson, J., Manore, M. (2009). Nutrition an Applied Approach. Boston, MA: Pearson Leaning Solutions.
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3/5 Is it possible to meet your hydration needs without drinking glasses of water? Explain why or why not. 

Discussion topic number three asks can we meet our hydration neeeds without drinking glasses of water?  And the answer is, of course we can.  Water exists in many of the foods and beverages we ingest. Examples of foods that contain water are acorn squash (88% water), apples (84.5% water), and bananas (75%).


Reference:  Thompson, J., Manore, M. (2009). Nutrition an Applied Approach. Boston, MA: Pearson Leaning Solutions.

Reference:  Green Iguana Society (1999-2009).  Food Information Chart.  Retrieved (12/18/2010), from http://www.greenigsociety.org/foodchart.htm
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4/5 How does the softness or hardness of water affect its healthfulness?

Topic number four asks how the softness or hardness of water can affect healthfulness.  I've heard a long time about hard and soft water, but didn't really know what it meant until I began studying.  Hard water contains large amounts calcium and magnesium, and soft water only contains small amounts.  What this equates to, is that hard water has build up, it can dry out your skin and hair, whereas soft water can have extra sodium and chloride, which could potentionally be a problem for those with heart disease.  So soft water and hard water can both affect healthfulness in negative ways. 

Reference:  Buy Water Now (n.d.).  Hard Water versus Soft Water.  Retrieved (12/18/2010), 
from http://buywaternow.com/softvshardwater.shtml

Reference:  Purity Planet (n.d.).  When Soft Water is Bad.  Retrieved (12/18/2010), 
from http://www.purityplanet.com/water-softeners/when-soft-water-is-bad.aspx

Reference:  Thompson, J., Manore, M. (2009). Nutrition an Applied Approach. Boston, MA: Pearson Leaning Solutions.
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5/5 Why might bottled water actually be more dangerous than tap water? 

The final discussion topic in our list of topics, is bottled water actually more dangerous than regular tap water?  There are so many varieties of bottled water; it’s hard to know which ones are supposedly better for you and which ones are not.  And, are they even any better than tap water?  What I like about tap water is that it governed by the city I live in.  There’s all type of state and federal regulations and treatment that the water must go through before reaching my drinking glass.  

Bottled water, on the other hand, is almost a “black box” beverage, meaning I’m not quite sure what went into the processing.  Furthermore, most water packaging companies don’t even have to disclose that information; pretty scary.  I do know bottle water companies can use a distillation process which removes salts, metals, and many other elements, along with other proven methods.  However, there is the chance that water packaging companies are not using recognized methods for water treatment.   This would allow waterborne diseases to slip through, and end right up in my drinking glass.



Reference:  Thompson, J., Manore, M. (2009). Nutrition an Applied Approach. Boston, MA: Pearson Leaning Solutions.
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Hydration and the body!!!  Student   12/18/2010 9:49:32 PM 
 My daily fluid intake:
Day 1 - Thursday: 208 fl.oz. of water
Day 2 - Friday: 144 fl. oz. of water
Day 3 - Saturday: 144 fl.oz of water
Totaling a total of 496 fl. oz. in three days!!!
Inital post: I do believe I exceed the recomended amount of daily fluid intake even though all I drink is water. According to the book I need at least around 91.3 ounces including beverges than water to meet the recommended intake of fluids (Thompson & Manore,2009). With this said I feel as if my intake of 144+ fluid ounces a day is more than enough to meet the daily intake.
RE: Hydration and the body!!!  Edward Jackson   12/20/2010 11:56:33 PM 
 Wow!  Amazing water intake.   I wish I could drink that much water, I find bottled water to taste a lot better, however there never seems to be enough around.  I buy water, then it runs out pretty fast, so I can go a week without drinking water...I know, pretty bad.  I drink quite a few sodas, probably too much.  I'm finding our from text book just how little I know about proper water intake. 
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